Samantha for athenaClinicals
Samantha is a real time transcriptionist for your athenaClinicals EHR system, that will help save you time by eliminating the need for manually navigating
multiple layers of menus and clicking check boxes. By simply entering the exam information into Samantha, through medical dictation or typing,
Samantha will intelligently identify the structured data elements and automatically enter the information into the correct fields in athenaClinicals EHR.
In addition, CPT, SNOMED, ICD coding is automatically assigned thereby increasing the accuracy for reimbursement for services rendered. Here are all
the sections within a patient encounter that Samantha can integrate with, as well as the benefits you will see with Samantha:
Sections

History of Present Illness*
Review of Systems*
Past Medical History
Allergies
Social*
Medications
Exam*
Assessment and Plan
- Diagnoses
- Orders
- Order Sets

Feature

Function

Benefit

Compatible with athenaClincals macros

Seamlessly pull in existing macros that
are setup in athenaClinicals

Include standard information you
regularly use by incorporating macros
your are familiar with already

Compatible with existing Exam and
Review of Systems templates

Utilize templates you have preexisting in athenaClinicals for exam
and ROS note sections.

Save time dictating using templates
you are already familiar with

Built in speech recognition and
compatibility with many 3rd party
software

Speech recognition included, or you
can use your current software to
dictate notes into Samantha

Efficiently dictate notes for patient
encounters into Samantha

Assigns required coding

Samantha will associate CPT,
SNOMED, ICD coding

Ensure proper coding in
documentation to increase accuracy
of reimbursement for services
rendered

Complete patient notes from a single
screen

Enter information for all sections of
the note into Samantha’s single SOAP
Note entry screen

Save time by eliminating the need for
navigating countless menus when
documenting patient encounters

View summary of current encounter
while adding information

Samantha's patient summary window
allows you to see relevant information
in that patient encounter while you
add to the encounter

Viewing other note entries
simultaneously saves time in looking
up other note information

*- Sections that support use of
templates from EHR system

Required specifications for Samantha
Samantha (3rd Party Speech)
· Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 supported
· 64-bit OS
· Minimum computer requirements: Intel®
Core™ i3 4110 or higher (or AMD equivalent)
· 4 GB RAM

Samantha w/ Speech
· Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 supported
· 64-bit OS
· Minimum computer requirements: Intel®
Core™ i3 4110 or higher (or AMD equivalent), 4
GB RAM.
· 4 GB RAM
· .NET framework (will be installed if not
already present)

